SteppingStone Summer Camps ignite belonging, generosity, mastery, self-advocacy, and inspiration by creating art with young people to share with the world.

REGISTRATION OPENS FEBRUARY 1, 2024
parksquaretheatre.org

ALL PROGRAMS ARE PAY AS YOU’RE ABLE
That means exactly what it says- pay what your family can afford.

QUESTIONS?
Please contact CreativeLearning@parksquaretheatre.org
Magical Miniature Creatures (Morning Session)
July 15 - 19 | 8:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Discover a world of fairies, baby dragons, miniature unicorns, and mystical creature eggs.

Magical Miniature Creatures (Afternoon Session)
July 15 - 19 | 12:30 PM - 4:00 PM
Discover a world of fairies, baby dragons, miniature unicorns, and mystical creature eggs.

Construction Junction
July 22 - 26 | 8:30 AM- 12:00 PM
Can we fix it? Yes we can! Put on your hard hat and join us for a week all about giant, noisy construction equipment.

Under the Sea
July 29 - August 2 | 8:30 AM- 12:00 PM
What’s down at the bottom of the deep blue sea? Dive into stories about underwater creatures and high seas adventures.

The Magic Kitchen
August 5 - 9 | 8:30 AM- 12:00 PM
Calling all chefs—it's time to enter a deliciously magical world of creative play as you use your imagination to cook, bake, and open your own enchanted restaurant!

Starry Night
August 12 - 16 | 8:30 AM- 12:00 PM
3...2...1...Blast Off! Launch into an out-of-this-world experience as you learn about stars, planets, and galaxies far, far away!
Magical Creatures Musical  
**June 17 - 21 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM**  
Listen closely—did you hear that sound? Was it the wind, or was it the song of magical creatures? Your young artist will uncover enchanted secrets in this whimsical musical.

An Enchanted Underwater World  
**June 17 - 21 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
We've got no troubles, life is the bubbles, under the sea! Your young artist and their saltwater sidekicks will dive deep into the sea to uncover an enchanted realm in this aquatic adventure musical.

Intergalactic Space Adventure  
**June 24 - 28 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
Collide with aliens, supernovas, and black holes! Your young artist and their courageous crew of space explorers must traverse the galaxy to complete a critical quest in this intergalactic sci-fi story.

An Enchanted Underwater World  
**July 8 - 12 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
We've got no troubles, life is the bubbles, under the sea! Your young artist and their saltwater sidekicks will dive deep into the sea to uncover an enchanted realm in this aquatic adventure musical.

Unleashed: Superpower Pets on the Loose!  
**July 15 - 19 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM**  
Woosh! Zoom! Pow! Superpower pets have been unleashed on the city to defeat their biggest foe! Your young artist and their fearless faction of four-legged friends must fight crime and save the day in this action-packed adventure story.
Plot Twist! A Mixed-Up Musical  
**July 22 - 26 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
The Bad Guys are actually good?! The rivals are long-lost twins?! The story ends on a cliff-hanger?! Is there anything more exciting than a plot twist???

A Mega Mystery Misadventure  
**July 29 - August 2 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
Follow the clues, ID the suspects, and solve this most intriguing misadventure! Your young artist and their crackerjack company of super sleuths must team up to lead the ultimate investigation in this beguiling mystery story.

Mission: Spy School  
**August 5 - 9 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
What does it take to be a great spy? Top-Notch Spy Training! Your young artist and their cunning crew of spies must embark on a classified mission to save the world.

Witches, Warlocks, and Wizards (Oh My!)  
**August 12 - 16 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
Do strange & unexplained things happen around you? Can you do things others can't do? Well, you might just have magical powers (oh my)! Your young artist and their enchanting entourage of magical beings must hone their powers and save the day in this supernatural story.

MINI CAMP: The Great Kid-ish Cake-Off  
**August 19 - 21 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM**  
On your mark, get set, CAKE! Your young artist and their culinary cohort of seasoned bakers must vie for Star Caker in this highly exciting competition show.
The GIANT Dish Baking Competish
June 17 - 21 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
When you enter a competition to bake the WORLD’S LARGEST dessert, things go absolutely haywire!! Will you be able to pull it together in time to win The GIANT Dish Baking Competish??

Mostly Misunderstood: A Villain’s Musical
June 24 - 28 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
Are you rotten to the core? Or mostly misunderstood? You and your club of misconceived mischief-makers must summon your powers for good and redefine your reputation in this musical about finding the courage to express your authentic self.

The Ultimate Escape Room Mystery Musical
July 8 - 12 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
Imagine—you find yourself trapped in an escape room with only 10 minutes to break free! Can you put the pieces together, crack the codes, and find the hidden key to unlock the room before it's too late?

The Dragon’s Prophecy Musical
July 15 - 19 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM
The heir to the throne is lost and the royal court is withholding a mysterious secret. You and your troupe set out on an epic quest to reveal the true prophecy of the kingdom.

The Masked Talent Show
July 22 - 26 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
Do you have a hidden talent? Play an instrument? Love to rap or sing? Can you dance or do gymnastics? Show-off your awesome skills in The Masked Talent Show!

MORE ON THE NEXT PAGE!
An Enchanted Talent Show  
**July 29 - August 2 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM**  
Enter a spellbinding world of witches, wizards, and magical creatures. You and your band of enchanted beings will be whisked away on an extraordinary journey.

Galaxy Defenders  
**August 5 - 9 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM**  
Collide with aliens, supernovas, and black holes! You and your courageous crew of space explorers must traverse the galaxy to complete a critical quest in this intergalactic story.

The Ultimate Escape Room Mystery Musical  
**August 12 - 16 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM**  
Imagine—you find yourself trapped in an escape room with only 10 minutes to break free! Can you put the pieces together, crack the codes, and find the hidden key to unlock the room before it's too late?

MINI CAMP: The Dragon’s Secret  
**August 19 - 21 | 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM**  
Embark on a quest to uncover the hidden secrets of an ancient dragon’s realm, navigating the twists and turns of this secret world and unlocking the mysteries within.
Intro to Acting
June 17 - 21 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
Intro to Acting is your chance to explore a variety of different acting styles! Using scripts from various genres and styles of theatre, we’ll experiment with making engaging acting choices to elevate our performance.

Stage Combat
June 24 - 28 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
Do you ever wonder how actors manage to pull off convincing fight scenes on stage & screen? Here’s your opportunity to find out! All fight scenes are rooted in storytelling, safety, consent, and advocacy. Using these guiding principles as our foundation, we’ll learn how to stage punches, falls, and swordplay as we choreograph dynamic action scenes.

Improv & Sketch Comedy
July 8 - 12 | 8:30 AM- 4:00 PM
Warning—excessive laughter is imminent. Work collaboratively as a team to explore the foundations of improv & sketch comedy.
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